
Recommendations: Policy Planning for Skateboarding 
 

• Facilitate coalition building between cyclists and skaters. Because the modes share 
many travel characteristics (average speed and trip length, vulnerability to hills, 
pavement quality, and weather, enjoyment of physical activity during travel), these 
groups may be able to work together on initiatives. Recommendation: Suggest that 
skaters and cyclists build coalition based on their similar stakeholder needs. 

 
• Work with Safe Routes to Schools programs to introduce safe and regular 

skateboarding as a transportation option, especially at the middle school level. 
Recommendation: Normalize/legitimize skateboarding as a form of active 
transportation through education and policy outreach. 

 
• Skaters describe skating as great for stress relief, managing anger, and practicing 

being focused or centered. A few returning veterans even skate by recommendation of 
their healthcare providers as a tactic for managing PTSD symptoms. Work with school 
administrations and youth outreach groups to support skateboarding as a positive 
coping strategy during adolescence. Recommendation: Raise awareness of the 
mental benefits of skateboarding among administrators, policy-makers, and 
skaters themselves. 

 
• If your municipality has effective bicycle regulations in place (policies which facilitate 

safe, convenient cycling throughout the city and which clearly delineate the behavioral 
and safety responsibilities of autos and cyclists in relation to each other), discuss with 
local skaters the suitability of these policies as applied to skateboarders. Working with 
a policy which already has identifiable users and outcomes and which supports non-
motorized modes as valid transportation options is a very solid starting place for 
regulating skating. Across the U.S. and Canada skaters interviewed that they should 
be giving rights and responsibilities similar to bicycles. Recommendation: Adding 
skateboarding to existing bike travel regulations can be a good option. 

 
• Many skaters report stopping along their travel routes to practice tricks, and wishing 

that trick practice were integrated into the public sphere as many small skate sites 
rather then being confined to a few larger skate parks. To support the overlap between 
trick practice in skate parks and skating for transportation, consider developing small 
skate spots in local parks or recreation - the City of Seattle has some online resources 
about their Skate Dots project. Recommendation: Integrate skating into the urban 
environment with small skatable spots throughout municipalities. 

 
 
 
 
 
These guidelines are summarized from Skateboarding as Transportation: Findings from 

an Exploratory Study by Tessa Walker. For more visit 
www.skatestudypdx.wordpress.com 

http://www.parents4sk8parks.org/pdf/9thAve.pdf
http://www.parents4sk8parks.org/pdf/9thAve.pdf
www.skatestudypdx.wordpress.com

